Good morning and a very big thank to IAQ for the opportunity to present on the
pipeline of projects in Queensland valued over $50 million.
IAQ and summits like today are enormously important to ensuring that Queensland
has the infrastructure necessary to power our economy in the decades to come.
What this presentation confirms is that the future is potentially a very good one
provided that we convert unfunded projects into reality and address issues around
planning delays.
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If some attendees of the conference are experiencing a challenging time at present
you are not alone.
Since 2011-12 four of past seven years have seen the industry going backwards.
And the immediate outlook according to Queensland Treasury forecasts is for only
very modest growth (1.3% this year and 3.3% growth in 2020-21).
But the future is influenced by much more than these Treasury forecasts. Indeed
these are a lag indicator. The lead indicator is the aggregation of all the individual
projects that are to occur across the next 5 years …… what we refer to as ‘the
pipeline’.
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The single best indicator of the health of the industry’s future comes from the Major
Projects Pipeline Report put together by IAQ and the QMCA.
The Pipeline provides insights into major infrastructure projects that are going to
occur within Queensland.
The Pipeline is the leading source of industry guidance for strategic planning and
opportunity identification.
It breaks down the 5 year pipeline into funded, credibly proposed, prospective and
unlikely projects.
Mining and Heavy Industry
Road and Bridged
Defence
Rail and Harbors
Non water utilities and
Water and Sewerage
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This mornings presentation draws heavily on this report.
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GOOD NEWS: increasing the volume of work in the pipeline. In the 5 years to
2022/23, the major projects pipeline is valued at $41.3bn.
BAD NEWS:
Still not enough funded work to avoid a decline in major project activity in 2019/20.
Much more of the work is weighted towards the latter years of the pipeline – and
Much of this work remains unfunded.
Overall, funded work in the pipeline falls from $6.1bn in 2018/19 to $4.6bn this year
before recovering in 2020/21.
This 25% decline in major project activity in 2019/20 is largely a consequence of
several very large road and bridge projects reaching completion that are not replaced
by similar sized new projects. Declines are also expected in electricity (renewables),
telecommunications and mining.
2021/22 is predicted to be the strongest year of major project activity since 2014/15
– with a 70% increase from the current financial year, subject to funding and
regulatory approvals.
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The overall pipeline value is weighted towards the public sector (57%) – with Inland
Rail (Commonwealth funded) and Cross River Rail (State funded) notable
contributors.
$27.6bn (67%) of the pipeline value is funded, whilst $13.8bn (33%) is unfunded.
Unfunded projects represent between 39% to 44% of the pipeline value in 2020/21,
2021/22 and 2022/23
There is a also a trend of growing mega-project concentration.
For example in 2018/19, 19% of project work was in projects valued at $5m to
$200m, whilst another 22% was in projects valued at between $200m to $500m.
However, by 2021/22, 89% of major funded project work is in projects with a value of
over $500m.
This obviously has implications for many companies with less smaller packaged
tenders and an industry needing to gear towards subcontracting or clustering to
access larger projects.
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3 points I wish to quickly speak to :
The first is that certain projects lend themselves to either public or private funding
Road and bridges , railways and harbors, defense, water and sewerage are
predominantly public projects with private sector delivery
Non – water utilities such as renewables and mining and heavy industry projects are
private sector with private sector delivery.
This has implications in respect to funding certainty.
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Which is is the second point to be made
Notwithstanding the relatively lower quantum of Gov spending on infrastructure at
present there is more funding certainty associated with these projects.
And conversely private sector projects have more funding uncertainty attached to
them.
This is no doubt a reflection of certainty associated with spending taxpayer dollars,
politicians more inclined (through political necessity) to follow through on their word
and the nimbleness of private sector to respond to changes in business case
associated with exchange rates or commodity prices etc.
The third point is and as would be expected ……………………. funding certainty
dissipates the further project is away and sures itself up as the project approaches.
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Around half of all funded work in the pipeline is unsurprisingly focused in south east
Queensland.
More of the riskier, unfunded projects lie in central, northern and the western regions
of the state, as these regions tend to be weighted to investment in mining and large
water projects (such as dams) many of which remain unfunded.
There has been some media attention of late on whether regional Queensland is
getting its share of the infrastructure spend.
The short answer to this is on pure dollar basis it is seemingly not but on a per capita
basis it remains well ahead.
In any case the overall argument is folly: Key pieces of infrastructure in SEQ benefit
regional Queensland, Gateway north Toowoomba bypass freight task to the north.
Conversely Ports in the north allow exports to occur generating royalties for
government that is spent on frontline services in SEQ. IE we have symbiotic
relationship that exists in infrastructure for Queensland.
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In turning back to the pipeline and in the context of what is currently funded we can
see that the biggest changes will be
The rising importance (in terms as % of total) of rail and harbors (YELLOW) and the
Decreasing importance of roads and bridges (DARK GREY) and renewable energy
projects (GREY)
with this coupled together with the prevailing longer term trend of less spending in
mining and heavy industry compared to the peak in 2011-12 and 2012-13 (ORANGE).
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Now this is where we get to the detail
IN terms of addressing each asset classes ………….
For roads and bridges we can see a big fall off in 2019-20 because many projects have
reached completion:
Toowoomba bypass, $1.25bn, completion in 2018/19
Gateway Upgrade North, $850m, completion in 2018/19
Logan Motorway Enhancement Project, $420m, completion in 2018/19
Kingsford Smith Drive Upgrade, $440m, completion in 2019/20
Brisbane Airport New Parallel Runway, $380m, completion in 2019/20
Sunshine Coast Airport New East-West Runway, $240m, completion in 2019/20
Ipswich Motorway: Rocklea to Darra Stage 1, $200m, completion in 2019/20
Pacific Motorway; (Gateway Merge), $160m, completion in 2019/20.
All of these have either recently been completed or are coming to an end this
financial year……… many of you will no doubt be feeling this void
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Funded roads activity is expected to cycle between $1.0bn-$1.3bn between 2019/20
and 2021/22. Major projects sustaining activity s include the
• Brisbane Metro ($550m),
• Pacific Motorway: Eight Miles Plains to Daisy Hill ($374m) and Varsity Lakes to
Tugun ($500m)
• and a range of projects along the Bruce Highway.
However, there is also an increasing profile of unfunded work in the pipeline, with
unfunded work exceeding funded work by 2022/23 which will need to be addressed.
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On a brighter note rail and harbor major project activity will grow more than 10-fold
over the next four years, with funded activity estimated to peak at $3.75bn in
2021/22.
European Train Control System Level 2 (worth $589m over 5 years).
Cross River Rail, various packages with a construction value of $4.1bn, with early
works underway now and work on the Tunnel Stations and Development (TSD)
package and the Rail Integration and Systems Package (RIS) to get underway late
2019/20.
Inland Rail includes three major sections valued at $4.45bn in construction work. The
largest of these sections – Gowrie to Kagaru – includes complex tunnelling through
the Toowoomba Ranges and is anticipated to take place between 2020/21 and
2023/24, with earlier works in 2019/20.
North Galilee Basin Rail, with an assumed construction value of $750m, for Adani’s
announced Carmichael Coal project, with activity to take place between 2019/20 and
2022/23.
Beerburrum to Nambour Rail Upgrade, with a construction estimate of $500m, to be
undertaken between 2020/21 and 2023/24.
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Unfunded projects including Sunshine Coast Light Rail and Gold Coast Light Rail
Stage 3
Port and harbors
Brisbane International Cruise Terminal ($130m)
Townsville Port Expansion Project: Channel Capacity Upgrade ($150m) and the
Port of Gladstone - Coal Terminal upgrade ($200m).
Unfunded projects are:
Port of Gladstone - Second Shipping Lane
Port of Townsville - Outer Harbour Expansion (Berths 14+15)
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The outlook for water and sewerage work is also highly positive,
Total major project work done in the pipeline averages just under $600m per annum
over the five years to 2022/23, although this figure is boosted by several currently
unfunded dam projects including:
Somerset Dam Upgrade, construction estimate $450m, credibly proposed
Nullinga Dam, construction estimate $180m, credibly proposed
Wyaralong Dam Water Treatment Plant Stage 1, construction estimate $150m,
prospective
Urannah Dam, construction estimate $200m, unlikely.
There is also projects in central, northern and outback regions of the state to either
provide water security or agricultural opportunities including:
Haughton Pipeline Duplication, construction estimate $150m, under construction
Lower Fitzroy Infrastructure Project, $195m, commencing 2019/20
Burdekin Falls Dam - Saddle Dam and Monolith Improvement, $210m,
commencing 2020/21
Three Rivers Irrigation Project, $120m, commencing 2020/21
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Beaudesert Water Supply Upgrade Pipeline, $100m, commencing 2020/21
Lake McDonald Dam Upgrade, $80m, commencing 2019/20.
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In 2018/19 major project works across electricity, pipelines and telecoms was
estimated to reach an impressive $2.5bn, underwritten by no less than 30 separate
renewable energy generation projects valued over the $50m, as well as:
A new gas fired power station in the Lockyer Valley,
Pipelines for the Roma East Gas Project; and
Over $800m in work delivering Australia’s largest public infrastructure project, the
National Broadband Network (NBN
Unlike the rail and water sectors, however, the pipeline for non-water utilities thins
substantially from this financial year, with total work done (funded and unfunded)
expected to nearly halve over the two years to 2020/21.
Key drivers of the decline include:
High levels of uncertainty over national energy and climate change policy,
The winding down of works on the NBN rollout as it targets completion in 2020.
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Defence is positive
Projects include maintenance infrastructure upgrades and the construction of the
new Growler Airborne Attack Capability facilities at South East Queensland’s
Amberley Base.
Activity should also be boosted by the Australia - Singapore Military training initiative.
Combined, these projects account for $810m in the pipeline between 2018/19 and
2022/23.
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Last but not least is Mining and heavy industry which is difficult to summarise so I will
be brief.
While the outlook for total major project work in mining and heavy industry is better
than it has been there remains considerable downside risk.
Unfunded work in the pipeline for mining and heavy industry projects rises from 40%
in 2019/20 to 75% by 2022/23 – the highest unfunded share of any of the asset
classes.
Funded coal works are
• Carmichael development (assumed construction value of $900m) from 2020/21
Which is listed as funded.
• Olive Downs ($300m)
• South Walker Creek ($100m) developments.
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So in summary there is potentially a brighter future available to us but much that
future remains unfunded, unapproved and accordingly uncertain.
Queensland is now higher than the trough in 2015-16 and 2016-17 but we are lagging
New South Wales and Victoria in terms of funding and delivering infrastructure.
The two key issues going forward are obviously planning approval delays and funding
In respect to approvals I note that the Treasurers from across the country are today
meeting to address regulatory approval delays for major projects. The Productivity
Commission is also conducting an Inquiry into resource sector regulation including
gaining environmental and other regulatory approvals - an issues paper out and
responses are due at the end of this month.
It is also a funding and financing solution that remains a key and critical issue if this
pipeline growth is to be realised. This is perhaps the perfect segway to the next
presentation.
So in closing the prevailing norm is of uncertainty.
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Thank you
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Questions?
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